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‘BOUNCE’ MAKES ITS DEBUT IN ITALY THANKS TO CARMILA AND CARREFOUR 

PROPERTY  

 

CARMILA AND CARREFOUR PROPERTY ITALY PRESENT ‘BOUNCE’ AT I VIALI SHOPPING PARK IN 

NICHELINO (Torino). 

 

March 02, 2018, sees the opening of Italy’s first indoor trampoline centre, at I Viali Shopping Park 

in Nichelino (Torino). 

Supported by Carmila and Carrefour Property Italy, BOUNCE is an innovative and extremely 

popular entertainment retailer. 

Launched in Australia in 2012, BOUNCE now has a presence around the world, with no fewer than 

25 venues. After Portugal and Sweden, the third BOUNCE in Europe opens its doors right here, at I 

Viali Shopping Park in Nichelino (Torino, Italy). 

“We are delighted to welcome BOUNCE to Nichelino, the brand’s first appearance in Italy, bringing 

fun and pleasure to young people and families from the whole of south Torino and further afield,” 

enthuses Dino Serge Gandolfi, Managing Director of Carrefour Property Italy, and Maryse Beucher, 

Managing Director of Carmila Italy.  

BOUNCE is located within a former riding school, one of Nichelino’s historic buildings, offering 

4,000 sq.m of adrenaline and intense fun. There are areas for trampolines, an X-Park for parkour 

and an obstacle course, not to mention over 10 free-jumping activities, redesigned in an entirely 

new sense that goes beyond the concept of sport to embrace a philosophy of sharing, gathering 

and freedom of expression, all wrapped up in a jump that will leave you both ‘suspended’ and 

‘free’. 

This is an urban playground for children and adults, with all hard surfaces replaced by giant air 

bags and elastic mattresses. 

BOUNCE has revolutionized the concept of entertainment, quickly winning over not only free 

runners and fans of parkour, but also families, friends, colleagues and anyone willing to share 

some unique emotions. 

The location that Carmila and Carrefour Property Italy offer to BOUNCE has been designed as a 

space that invites people to spend and share their time; there will therefore also be private rooms 

for birthdays, team building or parties, along with a store to buy BOUNCE products, and the Fuel 

Cafe.  
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“BOUNCE is the perfect complement to the services already available here and will establish I Viali 

Shopping Park as a modern shopping centre in every sense, where, in addition to buying everything 

your family needs on a daily basis, you will find fun, entertainment and a place that will bring 

everyone together,” explain Dino Serge Gandolfi and Maryse Beucher.  

 

For the Managing Director of BOUNCE, Benoit Montin I Viali Shopping Park is the perfect location: 

“The former riding school is a genuinely iconic and listed building in Nichelino, designed by 

Professor Isola famous architect; thanks to its surface area and volumes, it is the ideal venue for 

BOUNCE and its facilities. I Viali Shopping Park is ideally located, a mere 20 minutes by car from 

the historical centre of Torino. It is extremely rare to find a structure able to house BOUNCE so 

close to the city centre.  This is a shopping centre known for its quality, as are we. It is bright, 

spacious and tastefully decorated, making it a lovely place to stroll around.” 

An exciting calendar of events, celebrations and classes will be coming soon. 

 

  
Stay up to date: 
http://www.facebook.com/bounceitaly 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCdYBu8B2oQCD7KcrO29od8A 
https://www.instagram.com/bounceitaly/  
https://www.bounceinc.it/#/  
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